ADVANCE YOUR SKILLS WITH THE

Accelerated NLP
Master Practitioner
Certification® Training
Neuro Linguistic Programming

A Whole New Realm
of Powerful Techniques
Advance Your Skills in the Accelerated
Human Change Technologies of NLP
Neuro Linguistic Programming (NLP) is an innovative approach to understanding and
directing human experience, communication, and behavior. NLP is a leading-edge
technology for accelerated human change. We finally understand the relationship between
mind, body, emotions, and actions. Thanks to the technology of NLP, we can create what we
want in virtually every realm of our lives. We also know that we can change our lives by
controlling how we process our thoughts and emotions.
In this training, we will guide you in mastering and using NLP for your personal benefit. In
addition to that, we will teach you how you can assist others in producing the changes they
want for themselves.

In This Training
You Will Learn:
• Quantum Healing Techniques Through
Language and Other Methods
• Advanced Language Patterns for
Conversational Change
• Changing and Enhancing Motivation
and Decisions
• Recreating and Modeling Excellence
• Aligning Values & Beliefs for Top
Achievement
• Eﬀective Presentation and Training
Elements
• Advanced Negotiation Skills

Why You Should Take a Training With Matthew
B. James and The Empowerment Partnership
We’ve been conducting NLP trainings since 1982. According to Dunn and Bradstreet figures
since 1992, we’re one of the largest NLP training organizations in the world. While the fame
of a trainer or organization doesn’t ensure quality, it can be an important indicator of the
value provided. After all, it is a following of people that creates popularity. Year after year,
we receive a very high number of referrals and repeat customers. We consistently receive
the highest ratings on our evaluations. We have achieved this by presenting excellent
trainings and producing effective trainers—after all, that’s what we’re all about.

Advance Your Skills
The Accelerated Master Practitioner Certification® Training is about mastery. The mastery of
a whole new realm of powerful techniques in NLP. The Master Practitioner course is where
you learn from a “higher logical level”. Every NLP technique you have learned before
becomes much more effective.
Take your NLP Practitioner skills to new levels!
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• Quantum Linguistics
• Values, Beliefs, Criteria
• Basis of Long Term Change
• Prime Concerns
• Advanced Presuppositions
• Hierarchy of Ideas
• Meta Model III
• MPVI – Meta-Programs and Values
Inventory
• Eﬀective Presentations/Training
Elements
• And much more…

